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A feature of modern democracies is public mistrust of scientists and the politicisation of
science policy, for example concerning stem-cell research and genetically-modified food.
Whilst the extent of this mistrust is debatable, its political influence is tangible. Hence
science policy researchers and science policy makers need early warning of issues that
resonate with a wide public so that they can make timely and informed decisions. In this
paper a semi-automatic method for identifying significant public science-related concerns
from a corpus of internet-based RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds is described and
shown to be an improvement on a previous similar system because of the introduction of
feed-based aggregation. In addition, both the RSS corpus and the concept of public
science-related fears are deconstructed, revealing hidden complexity. This paper also
provides evidence that genetically modified organisms and stem-cell research were the
two major policy-relevant science concern issues, although mobile phone radiation and
software security also generated significant interest.

Introduction
Public mistrust of science has probably existed as long as science itself. Historical
manifestations have varied from popular culture such as Mary Shelley’s ‘Frankenstein’ and H.
G. Wells’ ‘The Island of Doctor Moreau’ (Pinsky, 2003; Wilt, 2003; Wolpert, 2005), to mass
anti-nuclear power movements (Herring, 2006; Hsu, 2005). In recent years, many scientific
issues have become politicised and have given rise to pressure groups, media coverage and
public debates. Two of the most prominent have been stem-cell research and genetically
modified food, both of which have triggered significant social sciences and ethics research
(Hagendijk, 2004; Leydesdorff & Hellsten, 2005; Tait, 2001; Tsai, 2005). The politicisation of
science debates has lead to government policy and legislation curtailing researchers’ activities
in response to public pressure. The importance of this is potentially great (Leydesdorff &
Etzkowitz, 2003). Given the key role of research within a profitable modern knowledge-based
economy (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 1997; Gibbons et al., 1994), for example in the
biotechnology and computing industries, falling behind with a newly-emerging technology is a
national potential disaster. Conversely, allowing science to continue ‘unchecked’ (except for
the normal self-regulation process) may cost humanity too high a price if the critics are correct
(Chadwick, 2005; London, 2005). In consequence, a large amount of research has been
devoted to topics such as the sociology and ethics of individual science policy debates
(Klotzko, 2004). It is hence particularly important to be able to identify the next significant
science concern debate as early as possible so that research into the social, ethical, legal and
policy implications can begin and support politicians to make well-informed, timely decisions.
The research reported here is part of an international European Union-funded project
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(www.creen.org) which aims to develop automatic methods to help identify critical public
science policy debates.
This paper is devoted to issues surrounding the identification of policy-relevant science
concern debates from a type of internet data known as Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feeds.
RSS feeds are, in essence, summaries of the updates of web sites or other information sources,
such as news feeds. The development and uptake of the technology was driven by blogs and
news web sites (see below for a description of how RSS feeds are used). RSS seems set to
become a ubiquitous Internet technology: in addition to its original uses, it is also used for
podcasting and has become widely adopted by professional web sites, journal publishers and
specialist search engines. For example, the PubMed digital repository users can now create
customised feeds for specific queries, allowing them to be notified within an hour whenever
any new relevant article is added to the database. The triple rationales for using RSS feeds for
automatic large-scale analyses are that they allow large collections of blogs and other sources
to be efficiently monitored; RSS feeds appear to lend themselves to efficient classification and
clustering type tasks (e.g., Wegrzyn-Wolska & Szczepaniak, 2005); and any science concern
issue that resonates with the public ought to be reflected to some extent in blogspace.
Industry currently leads the way in the exploitation of blogs, RSS feeds and similar media
for large scale analyses. Even the seminal academic work in this area is commercial: it used
IBM’s WebFountain (www.almaden.ibm.com/webfountain/) for analysing “massive amounts
of unstructured and semi-structured text”, applying it to a corpus of RSS data (Gruhl, Guha,
Liben-Nowell, & Tomkins, 2004). The reasons for IBM’s lead over university research were
presumably a belief in its potential that was strong enough to finance large-scale research, and
the availability of highly developed software (WebFountain). The key commercial application
may be in marketing: monitoring large numbers of blogs may allow a company’s public image
to be continually assessed, as well as the effectiveness of individual advertising campaigns
(Gruhl, Guha, Liben-Nowell, & Tomkins, 2004). In addition to IBM, there are also many
specialist companies exploiting similar data. One prominent example is the US company
Intelliseek, who have coined the phrase Consumer Generated Media (CGM, see
www.intelliseek.com/cgm.asp). CGM goes beyond blogs and encompasses any environment
where the public can freely post comments, for example newsgroups and email forums.
Intelliseek gives away free information about trends in blogspace via blogpulse.com (Glance,
Hurst, & Tomokiyo, 2004) and sells the extraction of specific information from their CGM
databases to corporate clients. Microsoft is engaging in related research, automatically
extracting consumer sentiments from collections of free text (Gamon, Aue, Corston-Oliver, &
Ringger, 2005).
In addition to Intelliseek, a number of companies now make available certain types of
information gained from large-scale analyses of blogs, or offer free blog search engines (e.g.,
technorati.com, blogdigger.com, IceRocket.com). The free information includes lists of the top
blogs or blog postings (calculated through link counts), lists of ‘hot topics’, and time series of
the frequency with which individual words have been used in blogs. Much of this information
could be useful for academic research. Nevertheless, none of the currently available tools allow
context-specific searches for emerging hot topics or debates. For example, although Blogpulse
will report the overall hot topics in blogs and allow users to generate trend lines for their
preferred keywords, it will not allow users to search for hot topics within a specific field, such
as science debates.
In a previous paper, we introduced the concept of broad issue scanning for the task of
identifying and tracking public debates within a broad issue. We used public concerns about
science as a case study of a broad issue and introduced and assessed a technique for identifying
individual topics from a large corpus of RSS feeds. Essentially, the technique produced a list of
relevant words that experienced sudden increases in usage, and used a human evaluator to scan
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the list for genuine debates (see below for more details, given as part of an expanded method in
the current paper). The results showed that RSS feeds had the potential to be used for broad
issue scanning because some debates were identified, but was perhaps too inefficient to be
practical without further improvements. The main problem was that only two genuine debates
were found from a very time consuming manual examination of 1000 words (Thelwall,
Prabowo, & Fairclough, 2006, to appear).
In the current paper we describe what we claim is the first practical system for semiautomatically identifying public science concern debates. It includes several improvements
over the previous system that reduces the human effort required to scan the top words, and
produces a significantly improved list of top words. In addition we analyse the results of the
system in order to be able to theorise about the nature of anxiety-related public science debates
in order to speculate about the limits of efficiency for our approach. Finally, we give new
information about the composition of the corpus and distribution of activity levels of the feeds.
The first part of this paper gives details of the RSS corpus set up for a project to identify
and model public debates about science, together with a discussion of the limitations of
quantitative corpus-based approaches. The second part introduces and evaluates our improved
word frequency-based time series method for identifying emerging science concerns. The final
part of the paper uses stories produced by the automatic method to ground a discussion of
science concerns from a taxonomic and social perspective. The questions addressed include:
how should ‘science’ be defined in this context: which types of science concerns are policyrelevant; and how do public concerns about science fit within a wider landscape of sciencerelated fears? This discussion feeds back into a conceptual evaluation of the efficiency
limitations of the word frequency techniques used in this paper.

RSS Corpora
RSS feeds are formatted summary information sources accessed via dedicated URLs. There are
several different RSS formats but all are XML applications designed to convey a series of
chunks of information, called items, within a larger RSS document (Hammersley, 2005;
Hammond, Hannay, & Lund, 2004). The items from each feed are continually updated
although the feed URL remains the same. For example viewing a news organisation’s main
RSS feed URL would reveal the top current new stories, but the same URL an hour later would
give a different set of stories (items) with new items added and the oldest removed. An RSS
reader program (called an aggregator) that checked the URL hourly would be able to notify its
owner of each new story, ignoring stories that had previously been seen. RSS aggregators are
now in common use and web users can ‘subscribe’ to a number of feeds related to their
interests, relieving them of the need to periodically scan relevant web sites and avoiding the
risk of missing information on frequently updated sites. In addition to news feeds, the RSS
concept is widely supported by blogs and frequently-updated sites, and seems to set to become
an integral component of professionally-designed sites. Alternative innovative applications are
also being developed. For example, academic publishers’ digital libraries now often offer an
RSS feed for each journal, reporting summaries of each new issue as it becomes available;
there are now also search engine based RSS feed services (Britt, 2005). The attraction of RSS
for users is the time it saves for those who wish to monitor favourite web sites or blogs
(Notess, 2002). The attraction for site owners is that RSS feeds are low bandwidth because
they are typically terse, graphics-free summaries. Moreover, as RSS readership has expanded,
failure to maintain RSS feeds may drive away users (Smith, 2005).
RSS uses a complex XML document structure that would be troublesome for humans to
generate but can be built into web authoring software to make RSS feed generation automatic.
Blogs are particularly suited to RSS because they are database-driven software applications
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that are periodically incrementally updated with new postings. It is a relatively simple matter to
extend blog software to generate parallel RSS feeds with no additional user effort.
RSS Corpus Generation

Whilst a small collection of RSS feeds may satisfy the needs of an individual, a large collection
may be used to obtain new knowledge from the aggregated information, which is a type of data
mining (Han & Kamber, 2000) or text mining (Berry, 2003). For research purposes the method
used to create a corpus of feeds is relevant: i.e. the sample selection. It is particularly important
because RSS feed sources are heterogeneous, varying from diary-style blogs to international
news agencies: a legacy of complex historical origins (Gill, 2005). Unfortunately, however,
there is no universal RSS feed register and no other way to generate a complete list of feeds.
Hence it is impossible to generate a genuinely random selection and so, in practice, any RSS
corpus will be a convenience sample (Kalton, 1983; Sousa, Zauszniewski, & Musil, 2004). The
following methods can be used to identify feeds.
• Manual browsing of the web or of sites relevant to the corpus purpose.
• Querying databases of RSS feeds such as CompleteRSS.com.
• Querying commercial search engines, such as with Google filetype:rss searches.
All the above were used to generate the corpus reported in this paper. The overall objective
was to get as many feeds as possible irrespective of type. The manual browsing was used to
identify feeds that might contain science concern information, such as those from
environmental pressure groups. A total of 19,587 feeds were found and automatically
monitored from February 1, 2005. A previous day of feeds, from January 31, was collected but
not used because of the uncertain date of origin of its items: some appeared to be almost a year
old in stagnant feeds. The data reported in this paper ran to October 2, 2005.
Figures 1 and 2 summarise the activity of the corpus feeds. This is important because
the effective size of a corpus is the number of active feeds. The update frequency of the feeds
is also of interest as background corpus information. From Figure 1, the active size of the
corpus varied daily with the following overlapping trends.
• A weekly cycle with significantly fewer postings most Sundays.
• A gradual decrease in corpus activity from an average of about 3,500 feeds per day at the
start to 2,500 at the end, with a possible levelling out at the end.
The decreasing trend is an issue for long term analysis: it is natural to expect some feeds to die
out, particularly the feeds of personal blogs, and so this shows the need for long term analyses
to periodically refresh their corpus by adding new feeds. The graph also reveals occasional
spikes, mainly caused by technical faults: computer and network crashes causing days of feeds
to be lost or not collected, with restarts recording ‘false’ new extra items from previous missed
days. These spikes could be removed but this would cause data loss. The variations in the data
point to the necessity to generate time series based upon relative word frequencies rather than
absolute word frequencies (see below).
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Figure 1. The number of updated feeds per day.

Figure 2. The update frequency of the corpus feeds. An additional 270 feeds posted no new
items.
As the graphs show, the corpus contained a wide variety of levels of activity in its feeds, with a
few being highly active and many with only occasional posts. Some 50% of the items in the
corpus occur in feeds that posted 30 or fewer new items and 50% occurred in more prolific
feeds. Importantly for trend detection, then, the corpus was not dominated by prolific feeds.
Figure 2 shows the power law distribution that is common in web data (Adamic & Huberman,
2000; Pennock, Flake, Lawrence, Glover, & Giles, 2002; Price & Thelwall, 2005; Rousseau,
1997). This suggests a ‘rich-get-richer’ effect (Merton, 1968; Zipf, 1949) with a direct
feedback mechanism that helps prolific feeds to increase in size. The nature of such a
mechanism is not clear for RSS feeds, although it is possibly a side-effect of varying business
sizes: successful companies gain more resources and hence can produce more information.
Note that the science concern issue identification procedure described below minimises to
some extent the impact of highly active feeds. The outliers on the left of Figure 2 are
suspicious and suggest the existence of software that periodically generates updates to RSS
feeds. For example, the most frequent number of new items per feed was 15, which occurred
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for 1,208 feeds, when about 300 would be expected, given the rest of the data. This was found
to be because of the setup of the Movable Type blog management software.
Corpus Composition

Within the whole corpus a wide range of sources were present, including just over 6,000 feeds
from five major blog sites such as blogstreet.com, suggesting that at least a third of the corpus
contained personal blogs. A small random sample of feeds with different activity levels is
characterised below to illustrate the types present. Whilst the primary aim of the corpus was to
capture public reactions to science concern stories through blogs, the high activity news-related
sites are useful to help identify the genesis of stories. This is especially relevant given that
almost all significant stories are covered and interpreted by the media, providing a primary
information source for many people most of the time (e.g., Bucher, 2002). Nevertheless, there
appears to be a growing influence for political blogs like www.instapundit.com, which blur the
line between traditional mass media and individual opinions (Gill, 2004; Matheson, 2004), and
there are cases where news stories have gestated in blogs before being addressed in the
mainstream media (Trammell & Britton, 2005). Of course, many blogs completely ignore news
events because their owners are uninterested in current affairs or they have a specific remit for
a particular topic (e.g., Bar-Ilan, 2005).
• 529,184 items: http://www.fatwallet.com/rssfeed.php: A site where members can post
information about where to find bargains. Its RSS feed contains many very short
summaries of member posts.
• 2,889 items: http://www.colorsandpaints.it/rss.xml: The feed of a portal web site for
news and links related to paint products.
• 30 items: [URL withheld] A personal US university student blog with general
comments about anything he thinks is interesting.
• 15 items: http://www.ofhills.com/blog/index.rdf: A musician’s blog advertising his
music and commenting on music.
• 8 items: [URL withheld] A personal Taiwanese master’s student’s blog about his life
and travel in Taiwan.
• 1 item: http://www.soulmatesdatingsite.com/dating-sites-by-term/Latin-Lesbian.xml:
one page in an apparently database-driven directory of dating sites, which appears to be
a search engine optimisation site, i.e. primarily designed for search engine ranking
purposes rather than for human readers.
This sample shows to some extent, and the results below show to a greater extent (e.g., Table
1), a strong US influence. This is likely to be related to the development of commercial
applications and the ‘findability’ of US-created RSS feeds (Vaughan & Thelwall, 2004) in
addition to heavy US use of blogs. In addition to this inevitable geographic bias, it is known
that bloggers are not typical citizens (Lin & Halavais, 2004), for example with students
apparently being over-represented in the above list.

Science concern issue identification
Previous research has shown that topic discussions in blogspace are often of a bursty nature
(Gruhl et al., 2004; Kumar, Novak, Raghavan, & Tomkins, 2003, 2004). Depending upon the
nature of a topic, it may be discussed only once, may be repeatedly “chattered” about with
occasional bursts of intensive discussion, or may exhibit slow growth over time. Bursts of blog
discussions seem to be almost always triggered by external events such as news stories.
Blogspace has many features that promote the discussion of issues. These include the ability to
post “comments” on others’ blog postings, or to link to an item in another blog to discuss it.
Perhaps most significantly, the informal, community-spirited culture of blogs (Bar-Ilan, 2004;
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Blood, 2004) can promote an environment in which personal feelings and opinions may be
more freely expressed than in other formats that are easily accessible to researchers, such as
questionnaires (Fujiki, Nanno, & Okumura, 2005; Huffaker & Calvert, 2005; Viégas, 2005). In
contrast to news sources, which may promote mediated or acceptable truths (Seaton, 2005;
Herman & Chomsky, 1988) in standardised forms (Entman, 1993), and academic sources
which promote academic truths (Fuchs, 1992), blogs contain opinions which frequently lack
quality control or wide authority (Cronin, 2005) and hence may collectively give insights into
the popular psyche or growing minority grassroots movements (Kim, 2005). Of course, the
web can also provide a mechanism for grass-roots mobilisation over political issues (Van Aelst
& Walgrave, 2002). The concept of resonance is important here (Gruhl et al., 2004). Whilst the
typical blog posting never attracts any form of feedback, one that generates a significant degree
of activity may be said to resonate with its audience. Identifying the science concerns that
resonate in blogspace could give useful early warnings to science policymakers and social
studies of science and technology (SST) researchers.
One way to identify resonating blog posts is to use the link structure of blogspace: highly
commented posts will have many inlinks from other blogs. Some web sites use links in this
way to identify the most popular blogs and blog postings (Glance et al., 2004) and links can
also be used for connectivity analyses (Adar, Zhang, Adamic, & Lukose, 2004; Kumar et al.,
2004). There are three drawbacks with this method, however, which make it inappropriate for
our purposes.
• Link analysis requires downloading and processing full blogs rather than the much
smaller RSS feeds, creating a much more significant data collection and processing
exercise.
• Links for facilities such as trackback are not universally implemented in blogspace and
links are relatively sparse (Gruhl et al., 2004). This is not an issue for high profile
stories with many comments and inlinks, but is a problem for others.
• Links will partly measure the influence of a posting and partly that of the poster: widely
read blogs naturally generate a higher level of interest, inflating the apparent resonance
of their contents.
Text analysis of RSS feeds avoids the first two problems above and probably suffers less from
the third than links. The disadvantage of text analysis is the loss of the network structure given
by links.
In addition to a small-scale method designed to identify concerns from individual feeds
(Fukuhara, 2005), two alternative methods have been implemented to identify science concerns
from a large corpus of RSS feeds.
• Natural language processing. Feeds are processed to extract noun phrases and high
frequency phrases identified (Prabowo & Thelwall, 2006, to appear)
• Individual words. Feeds are processed to extract words and high frequency words
identified (Thelwall et al., 2006, to appear).
Both of the above methods have advantages and disadvantages. Noun phrase identification is
extremely time consuming and may incorrectly process new words that emerge during a
debate, e.g. frankenwords invented during the genetically modified food debate (Hellsten,
2003; Thelwall, Vann, & Fairclough, 2006, to appear). Word identification may miss
significant phrases if individual component words are commonly used in other contexts, as in
the case of “stem cell”. In this research the more inclusive word frequency approach is used to
help a descriptive, intuitive understanding of the data and procedures as well as to help the
ultimate goal of fast real-time identification of emerging science concerns.
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Science concern term identification method

The science concern issue identification procedure is as follows, where all non-automatic steps
are flagged.
1.
[semi-automatic step] Generate a large corpus of RSS feeds.
2.
Monitor the feeds for an extended period of time, saving all unique items from each
feed.
3.
For each day and each feed, extract the items containing at least one word,
including plurals, from the following list (science, scientist, scientific, research,
researcher, researching, researched) and at least one word, including plurals, from
the following list (threat, threaten, threatened, fear, afraid, worry, worried, concern,
concerned, frightened, scare, scared, risk, risked, risky, danger, dangerous). This
sub-corpus is referred to as the science concern corpus.
4.
For each word, generate a time series of the production of active science concern
feeds that contain the word, selecting words that exhibit an ‘x day burst’, defined as
x consecutive days during which the proportion of feeds containing the word is five
times higher than the previous average (5 was heuristically determined; see below
for the value of x).
5.
For each selected word calculate its ‘step size’, defined as the (minimum) increase
in the proportion of feeds containing the word during its three day burst.
6.
Rank the selected words in decreasing order of maximum step size during the
period.
7.
Remove temporal words: e.g. days, months and their abbreviations.
8.
Cluster together words that appear to be discussing the same event. This is
heuristically determined: for each word, all words of lower frequency are checked
and those that co-occur in at least 30% of items on the peak day of the original word
are determined to be part of its cluster.
9.
For each word, extract a snippet (or key word in context) from the corpus, which is
a section of text around the word in an item on its day of peak occurrence. This is
similar to the snippets returned in commercial search engine searches.
10.
[Manual step] Human classifiers assess the top spike words for the underlying topic
that generated them, producing a list of the top science concern stories in the
corpus.
The first part of the above procedure (steps 1-6, 10) is the same as previously used (Thelwall et
al., 2006, to appear) except that the proportion used in step 4 is calculated per feed instead of
per item because individual prolific feeds could otherwise dominate the results. Steps 8 and 9
are designed to give extra information to the human classifier to help them scan long lists of
words in a spreadsheet and quickly identify both duplicate words and the reason why each
word occurred. Ambiguous cases would still need to be checked by a search of the full corpus
(a facility provided in our software). Two other minor changes are an increase in the corpus
size with extra dates from April to October 2005, and replacing the words “debate” and
“debated” with “threat” and “threatened”. Note that plurals were converted to singular in the
analysis but no other word stemming was used (e.g., Porter, 1980). Moreover, the burst
detection method (step 4) seems reasonable for the evaluation in this paper because it has given
some positive results in the past, but future research is required compare it to other standard
event/topic detection methods to identify the best one (Smith, 2002; Swan & Allan, 2000;
Yang & Pedersen, 1997).

Research Questions
This is still in the early stages of research into extracting information from RSS feeds and
hence it is appropriate to have descriptive questions as well as empirical hypothesis testing. We
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have four research questions: a specific hypothesis about the methods used; a general
hypothesis about the overall efficacy of the approach; a theoretical question about public
science debates; and a classification of public fears of science found in the corpus.
1. Does feed-based counting reduce the number of duplicate stories found in the top
science concern words? Based upon previous research (Thelwall, Prabowo, &
Fairclough, 2006, to appear) this seems likely. Nevertheless, despite all the previous
research investigating blogs and RSS feeds, this kind of aggregation has never
previously been demonstrated to be effective, nor has it been discussed elsewhere.
Moreover, item-based counting appears to be used in the popular blogpulse.com tool.
We suspect that commercial RSS and blog analysts probably already apply this method
for some analyses but do not report it: nevertheless it is important to establish the
superiority of feed-based analysis in an academic context.
2. Is there a significant increase in the number of public fears of science stories
represented in the top 200 science concern words, using feed-based counting as
compare to item-based counting? Here we do not have a natural quantitative
operationalisation of ‘significant’, e.g. 5% or 10%, although anything less than the
previously reported item-based result of 0.2% (Thelwall, Prabowo, & Fairclough, 2006,
to appear) would be a failure. This question therefore has to be evaluated qualitatively.
3. What kinds of stories are significant in the science concern corpus according to our
method? This is an exploratory, qualitative question. Its purposes are (a) from a social
perspective to understand public science debates better; and (b) to build intuition about
how our algorithm could be improved (e.g. could we modify it to reliably exclude a
class of unwanted public science debates that are not public fears of science) and the
limitations of word frequency approaches.
4. What are the common current types of public fear of science, as reflected in RSS feeds?

Results 1: Duplicate stories in item-based and feed-based time
series
The result of the above science concern term identification method is a ranked list of words in
the science concern subcorpus that have experienced a significant increase in use of at least x
days’ duration, together with suggestions about other similar (clustered) words and key words
in context snippets. The new feed-based method was compared with the individual item-based
method using both fully automatic and manual methods. For an effective comparison we used
x=3, which had previously been determined as optimal for item-based counting. Our
experiments suggest that x=1 is optimal for feed-based counting but we used x=3 for both in
order to make the case against item-based counting as convincing as possible. The automatic
method used the clustering suggestions from the algorithm and regarded all except one element
of each cluster as a duplicate. In each case the highest-ranked term in each cluster was regarded
as the non-duplicate. Based upon this premise, item-based counting produced 201 nonduplicate terms out of the first 1,000 and item-based counting produced 287, so the new
method was clearly superior (the result for optimised feed-based counting, with x=1 was even
higher: 343). Figures 3 and 4 are precision-recall graphs for these data.
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Fig. 3. Precision-recall graph for non-duplicate terms (item-based counting).

Fig. 4. Precision-recall graph for non-duplicate terms (feed-based counting).
The new feed-based method was also manually compared with the item-based method by
selecting the top 200 words produced by each method and both authors independently
identifying the issue that caused the word to appear (if a single cause was found) by reading
and comparing all the items containing the word during the burst period (see below for a more
complete description of the classification process). Although the classifiers disagreed
significantly in their results, the conclusion was the same in both cases: more duplicates for
item-based counting (77.5% and 61.5%) than feed-based counting (44% and 39%). In fact this
hypothesis could be confirmed by a cursory examination of the data: the old method was
dominated by repeat postings from a few feeds. In conclusion, feed-based counting reduces the
number of duplicates in the list of top stories by reducing the impact of bloggers that
repeatedly repost similar modified stories.
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Results 2 and 3: Identifying public fears of science and other
science concern stories
The words produced by the science concern issue identification process described above were
associated with clearly identifiable discussions in some cases but in other cases words were in
the list by chance. Although it seems unlikely that a word would enjoy a sudden three-day
burst of use without a single underlying cause, this occurred frequently because of the huge
number of possible coincidences in a corpus of millions of words.
The classification process

The science concern stories produced by the top 200 words were examined by the first author
and manually clustered to produce sets of stories that had a similar orientation on the concept
of science concern. The clustering did not rely upon the snippets (step 9 of the algorithm) but
referred back to the raw data in case the snippets were misleading.
The only predefined cluster type in the classification was determined by the second
research question: public fears of science. The classification scheme is described below; and
was given to the second author to independently classify the same data set (results in Figure 5).
In this section the word ‘story’ is used in place of the more standard ‘topic’ or ‘event’ (as in
Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) research: Wayne, 1998) because it is more intuitive for
describing the classification outcomes. The word ‘story’ also has an alternative meaning as the
contents of a single RSS feed item, which would be consistent with TDT terminology.
Fear of science, technology or progress A story that discusses a situation in which scientific
or technological ‘progress’ or theory is seen as threatening human life or enjoyment of life. In
this context, “science” is defined as the product of research by academics, including social
scientists, computer scientists and humanities researchers, or of researchers/developers in
industry (e.g. new car, new breed of cattle).
Information about events or the organisation of research A story in which scientists are
used to comment on an event that is not directly caused by technological progress, or scientific
theories themselves are described or the organisation of science or of scientific companies. E.g.
medical stories where there is no implication of a cure; scientific descriptions or explanations
of disasters.
Progress in science or technology, from a positive or neutral perspective A story in which
science/technology progress was described, even if on a commercial basis, and where the
context was neutral or positive. E.g., medical cures, medical diagnoses, research-based health
advice, new software releases.
Threat detection A story in which a prediction was made of a future threat to the planet or a
substantial sector of society, but not to individuals, with or without the implication that by
predicting the threat it could be avoided. E.g. earthquake/flood/economic prediction, but not
medical diagnosis technology.
Other None of the above, for example invocations of science to justify political actions.
Duplicate A story previously coded, i.e. associated with a word with a higher burst size.
Stories were considered different if there was a clear event that separated them, one which had
been discussed in the second but not the first.
Random The word occurs in at least three different stories; and none of the stories account for
at least a third of the postings.
The clustering used the concept of ‘story’ in an intuitive way from the perspective of
the first author, with stories typically relating to a single real-world event. We were interested
in individual news stories/events rather than broad topics because the goal of the system is to
enable daily monitoring of science-related discussions and so the concept of topic would be too
broad. Whilst in most cases the decision seemed clear, in others there were alternative
reasonable classifications, with decisions likely to vary with classifier perspective. For example
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many items discussed aspects of the 2005 New Orleans floods. From a UK perspective this
could be seen as one major event with its aftermath lasting for months. Someone in Louisiana
may have a completely different perspective, perceiving a series of connected separate events
such as: the hurricane warning; the hurricane; the realisation of the extent of the damage; the
criticism of George Bush; discussion of alternative schemes for repairing the levees. In word
frequency terms different sub-stories may be identified by related words peaking later; for
example ‘Katrina’ before ‘Orleans’ before ‘levee’, although ‘Katrina’ and ‘Orleans’ would
have a high frequency in ‘levee’ stories, indicating a connection between the events.
Occurrence patterns of word frequencies are thus logical choices as heuristics to identify
separate stories within an encompassing longer-term issue. Within longer term debates such as
stem cell research, the pattern is probably for occasional bursts of discussion around specific
related events: “spiky chatter”. Similar conceptual issues are faced in TDT research when
differentiating between ‘events’ and ‘topics’ (www.nist.gov/speech/tests/tdt/).
Figure 5 shows the results of the classification exercise, comparing the two methods
used and giving minimum and maximum values for the two classifiers. As an aside, both
classifiers found that the single snippets (step 8) were insufficient for a reliable classification
and that all relevant items had to be checked and so in future our system will report all relevant
snippets instead of just one per term. The feed-based counting method produced significantly
more random events that did not relate to single stories. This was due to the smaller numbers
involved when feeds were aggregated; a larger corpus of feeds could significantly reduce this
phenomenon. In addition, the feed-based method identified more of all types of story except
threat detection. The number of successfully identified fear of science stories with item-based
counting was due to a few prolific relevant bloggers so the success rate for story identification
is highly dependant upon these individuals. This suggests that a simpler way to identify science
concern stories would be to manually scan the blogs of a few active concerned individuals,
which policy makers may already do. Nevertheless, the graph suggests that this method would
miss almost half of the stories.

Fig. 5. Classified story types associated with the top 200 science fear words using feed-based
(f) and item-based (i) counting.
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The large degree of disagreement between classifiers seemed to reflect the fact that some
topics could fit into several categories, and that subjective judgements, background knowledge
and investigations were required to make a decision. For example, a story about new scientific
findings in stem-cell research could have been regarded as a progress story or, since stem-cell
research is highly controversial, it could be reported only because of the public fear of this type
of research. The concept of science and progress also caused some disagreements. For
example, new software could be seen as scientific progress (even if produced outside
universities) or as a commercial venture or a routine development (the ‘Other’ category).
The classification produced a range of different story types that were science-related
and concern-related but not public concerns about science. Given the attention in the social
sciences for fears of science and criticisms of the scientific method it is interesting to see
science frequently portrayed in a positive light or in the authoritative context of providing
explanations. In this context, since the stories were identified through explicitly searching for
fears or concerns, it is reasonable to suppose that discussions of science in general would tend
to be more neutral and more information-related than suggested by the figure. To assess this, a
similar exercise was conducted for a science corpus (i.e. just the first half of step 3 above). The
results were dominated by the same stories, with some additional information and progress
stories. The two top stories that were not captured by the science concern exercise were a
NASA probe deliberately crashing into a comet and the discovery of a chimpanzee fossil that
might shed new light on human evolution. In addition, hurricane Katrina-related events were
more prominent in the list.
In terms of the second research question, the hit rate for public fears of science was 36%, an order of magnitude improvement over the previously reported 0.2% (Thelwall,
Prabowo, & Fairclough, 2006, to appear), although less than double the equivalent results for
the current dataset (Figure 3), for the reasons discussed above. The parameters in the system
were optimised for item-based counting (i.e. 3-day bursts) to make the argument in favour of
feed-based counting as convincing as possible and the feed-based results could be improved by
switching to 1-day bursts.
In terms of the third research question, this is answered by Figure 3. Our objective is to
improve the algorithm producing the list of words so that as many of the top words as possible
represent public fear of science stories. In some cases the stories were not really about science
but used scientific commentators to discuss small aspects of the story (e.g. the New Orleans
floods). These could perhaps be eliminated through the use of techniques to identify topics
with a low proportion of science-related posts. This would be possible in theory, but would
take us away from exclusive processing of the science-fear sub-corpus, and would hence
significantly increase processing time to deal with the larger corpus, perhaps even the full
corpus. It is also clear that there are some story types that are not public fears of science, but
which nevertheless closely involve fear and science. It seems unlikely that our pure word
frequency algorithm could be improved sufficiently to exclude these from the list of potential
science fear stories. Nevertheless, a more sophisticated natural language processing (NLP)
approach might be more successful, although this would also significantly increase processing
time because NLP algorithms are relatively slow compared to word frequency approaches. In
summary, more efficient methods of producing lists of public fears of science seem available,
but mainly at the expense of significant increases in computing time.
The main limitation of the assessment of our method is that we have only assessed
precision (the percentage of ‘correct’ or desired results out of the 200 terms) and not recall (the
percentage of stories found out of all genuine public fears of science debates) because there is
no authoritative database of public fear of science debates. Hence we do not know how many
debates the method will have missed. It is certainly likely to miss some, for example those
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described with words that are already very common in the corpus. Hence the method cannot
claim to be comprehensive. A second limitation is that we have made no claim that any of the
stories identified are policy-relevant. In fact the ultimate test will be how early the system
could detect the next major policy-relevant public fear of science debate, but these are quite
rare, with perhaps less than one per year and so we have had to develop the system based upon
testing on the wider class of all public fear of science debates. A third limitation is that we only
used two classifiers, and there was a relatively low degree of inter-classifier agreement. We
acknowledge that the classification of this kind of data is highly subjective. This classification
hence primarily represents the first author’s perspective on the data rather than a tightly
defined operationalisation of the classes used.

Results 4: Public fears of science
Table 1 reports some of the stories found that were potential public fears of science, even
though not all were classified by us in this way. In order to understand the stories classified as
public fears of science, the classification process needs some deconstructing. The term
‘science’ has many different meanings. In the classification scheme it is interpreted in the wide
sense of an activity that might be described as science, technology or innovation, whether
occurring in universities, industry or elsewhere. In modern knowledge-based economies it is
increasingly difficult to separate scientific and non-scientific activity. Moreover, researchers
that do not employ the scientific method may also be called scientists in a broad interpretation
of the term. These may also cause public concern, as in the case of an economist with
influential theories that could be a threat to future prosperity (see Table 1). Note also that
classification can be a political act (Bowker & Starr, 1999): one story was classified as
primarily political even though one side of the debate claimed that it was about science.
Some of the stories identified were public concerns about science in the wide sense
used but were nevertheless unlikely to be policy-relevant (see Table 1). An example is the
story concerning potential bugs in computer network routers. Whilst routers are high tech
electronic devices and their failure may cause widespread economic damage it seems unlikely
that this will become policy relevant. Essentially, this is because routers are an accepted
technology and any failures of new devices could be dealt with through normal legal and
commercial processes; this is thus perhaps a ‘normal’ risk in the context of a risk-driven
society (Giddens, 1990). The argument is about whether it works rather than whether the type
of technology should be developed and researched, in contrast to the stem cell and genetically
modified crops debates. Intuitively, a science policy issue is one where there is a new type of
activity or product developed, or a significant change to an existing activity or product is
proposed or made. A more minor change to an otherwise existing form of knowledge or
knowledge product seems more likely to be dealt with by legislation, although policy changes
can be almost impossible to predict, even for experts (Baumgartner, 2006, to appear). From the
perspective of improving our algorithm, it seems unlikely that policy relevance could be
automatically and reliably diagnosed in public science concerns and so human judgement will
always be required to identify genuinely important issues.
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Table 1. A selection of manually identified fear of science stories.
Term*
rove

Topic
Financial

unlock

GM food

weed

GM food

connecting

Mobile phone
radiation

tumor

Mobile phone
radiation
Security of
new
technology
Software
security

pin
amid
cisco
bufferoverflow
disclosure
frist
academie

Software
security
Software
security
Software
security
Stem cell
research

Comments
Sudden burst of discussion over fears of the economic
theories of Karl Rove, an influential advisor to George Bush,
apparently triggered by a New York Times opinion piece.
GM vines worry, with a common quote: “French scientist Jean
Masson carefully unlocks the gate of a heavily protected
open-air enclosure”.
GM industry puts human gene into rice, allowing it to resist
herbicides that can then be used to kill weeds.
Research showing that mobile phone use for ten years does
not increase risks of developing a tumour in the nerve
connecting the ear to the brain.
Research showing difference between rural and urban brain
tumour risks for regular mobile phone users.
Research showing that consumers’ pin numbers could be
revealed by poor printing.
Concern over spyware features in a software vendor’s
products, with the company releasing a denial “amid” reports
of a takeover bid.
Former Cisco security researcher claims that there are “fatal
flaws” in its routers.
Researcher agrees to no longer discuss claimed Cisco flaws.
Oracle’s chief security officer defends the commercial
security record claiming that “the threat of public disclosure”
is not needed in order to take action.
US Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist announces his support
for legislation to increase funding for human embryonic stem
cell research
US National Academies' guidelines for Stem Cell research
published.
Debate on legislation to loosen restrictions on embryonic
stem cell research funding
George Bush threatens to veto stem cell research bill.

Stem cell
research
loosen
Stem cell
research
stem
Stem cell
research
korea
Stem cell
Announcements about human cloning research in South
research
Korea
* The (de-pluralised) word with the highest increase in relative frequency that was associated with the story.

Summary and future research
In this paper we have shown that feed-based counting is superior to item based counting for the
identification of public science debates. The feed-based method produced less than half as
many duplicate stories than the item-based method. It also produced more public fear of
science stories (and an order of magnitude more than previously reported), the ultimate
objective of the system. We believe that future researchers using RSS data, or even blog data,
to extract time series should use feed/blog based counting rather than item/post based counting.
Although further research is needed to confirm that this is appropriate for applications other
than science fear story identification, it seems likely that similar findings would apply to most
or all applications.
Our method is not fully automatic and uses a human filtering stage. The classification
of results suggests that this is a limitation of the system that can be avoided by further
improvements in methods, although these would need a substantial increase in computing
resources to achieve, either because more sophisticated algorithms would be needed or because
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more of the data would need to be processed. In addition, the method would probably never be
perfect because of the number of stories that involve public fears and science but are not public
fears of science. Moreover, the need to diagnose policy-relevance in debates means that a
human decision maker would ultimately be required to scan lists of stories and decide which
ones required action.
The corpus used was not a systematic sample in a sense that would allow statistical
inference to be made about all RSS feeds, which might be relevant for researchers wishing to
generate robust results, perhaps about specific areas of the Internet. A more restricted selection
mechanism would be necessary for statistical inference; for example, if only Google-indexed
feeds were used then statistical conjectures could be made about ‘all Google feeds’ based upon
the corpus. However, the purpose of the corpus reported in this paper was not to make
inferences about blogspace or RSS feeds in general, but to identify public science concerns.
For this purpose, the ad-hoc corpus creation method was adequate.
A corollary from the investigation of feed types is that the corpus may be improved by
removing clearly irrelevant feeds, particularly those with a high activity level. For example
feeds that are primarily for commercial advertising purposes could be removed because these
have little value for science policy identification so it is of ethical and practical value to
remove them. This may also reduce the occurrence of random causes of ‘bursty’ words.
An interesting side-effect of the system is the ranked list of debates produced. Although
providing no surprises, it is (albeit weak) quantitative confirmation that stem cell research and
genetically modified crops are major science concern issues of the day (e.g., Hellsten &
Leydesdorff, 2005), together with a reminder of the importance of fully functioning complex
computing infrastructures to modern society. Moreover, it sets a wider context in which
science also addresses public fears, particularly with regard to medical progress and health
advice, and helps us to understand events in the world by providing an apparently expert
commentary.
In summary, the ultimate goal of RSS-based science-concern issue identification is to
produce a list of stories in which aspects of science or concern are present, with a human
evaluator identifying the policy-relevant stories from the list, a kind of computer-assisted
environmental scanning (Wei & Lee, 2004). Although our investigation also showed that most
relevant stories would be covered by a few active bloggers and so an alternative science
concern issue identification method would be to manually scan a few particularly relevant
blogs, this may miss unexpected debates that are not high profile when they are first discussed
but nevertheless resonate with the public.
Given the results reported here, could RSS feed scanning be of practical use in science
policy identification with the tools that we have developed? One of our findings was that many
fear of science stories could be identified from just a few topical bloggers, but a policy of
checking just these might miss unexpected debates that policy makers need to be particularly
aware of. We estimate that it would take about half an hour per day for a daily check of the top
200 words for new science policy debates, and a corpus of about 60,000 feeds could reasonably
be collected on a single PC, with a second PC needed for data processing (our current mode of
operation). Periodic maintenance would also be needed to update the corpus. The time taken by
the computer to produce the results would be about six hours, and so in practice, the system
could give its results in the late afternoon based upon data collected the day before. We have
designed our system with a dynamic index specifically to speed the process of generating daily
updates. Similarly, the system can easily report the top increases for a single target day. Hence,
if the sponsors of this research wished, they could obtain a daily report on the previous day’s
main public fears of science debates for a moderate outlay. Given the importance of new
technology to the modern economy and the potentially catastrophic risks associated with
failure to respond quickly to emerging issues (e.g., stem cell research, genetically modified
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crops) we believe that the technique is both practical and a reasonable investment for a
government science policy unit. Many companies have competitive intelligence/environmental
scanning (Wei & Lee, 2004) specialists and it is a logical extension for a government to
employ similar techniques. Probably, however, the daily reports should instead be
commissioned from one of the private blog analysis companies that already serve industry,
either using the techniques described above or equivalent proprietary techniques developed by
the company. This could be cheaper and provide access to a larger corpus of data. In this case,
our results would serve to persuade policy makers of the viability of the general approach. An
alternative application, and one that we intend to pursue, is for researchers to combine the use
of the new technique to identify science fear debates with other techniques designed to track
these debates and to model and understand their propagation dynamics.
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